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Introduction
WALTRAUD ERNST AND ILONA HORWATH 
and material sciences as well as in mathematics and engineering. But more 
stereotypes, and other epistemic, ethical, and political problems. 
science and society and demand socially robust knowledge in the sense that 
WALTRAUD ERNST AND ILONA HORWATH8
assumptions about women and men and who want to learn about methods and 
th
technology has grown rapidly as a discipline that transgresses disciplines as 
well as the barrier between social sciences, humanities, and cultural studies 
INTRODUCTION 9
dynamic, especially concerning the insight that gender is connected to other 
nological change [a]s a contingent and heterogeneous process in which tech
gender, science, and technology. 
promotes inter  and transdisciplinary research cooperations with colleagues 
computer science, social sciences, philosophy, mathematics, history, and biol
WALTRAUD ERNST AND ILONA HORWATH10
is the possibility to take gender 
common design methodologies.
INTRODUCTION 11
a phenomenon constituting epistemic problems to do research on? On which 
conceptual paths do cultural assumptions about women and men enter research 
on humans as well as on organic and non organic entities? How is it possible, 
as scholars and engineers, to analyze hidden assumptions about gender, to re
the 20th
WALTRAUD ERNST AND ILONA HORWATH12
In her paper, Waltraud Ernst embarks on an epistemological discussion. 
women and men or other organic and non organic material entities. Drawing 
nology studies. 
tion in science and technology. How do traditional assumptions about women 
INTRODUCTION 13
nology.
yond gender stereotyped knowledge and interest domains. With this in mind 
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A. Gender in the Design Processes 

 










In her essay, “Gendering the Technological Imagination,” Anne Balsamo 
describes the relationship between gender and the technological imagina-
tion by examining some of the myths that persist about women and techno-
logical innovation. She draws on insights provided by feminist epistemology 
to elaborate the nature of agency that unfolds during the process of devel-
oping technological applications. To illustrate how the methods of herme-
neutic reverse engineering are deployed in practice, and to elaborate a re-
productive theory of technology, she describes the development of an inter-
active multimedia documentary that was created for the NGO Forum held 
in China in 1995. (The NGO Forum was held in conjunction with the 4th 
U.N. World Conference on Women.) The multimedia documentary, called 
Women of the World Talk Back, served as a particular type of boundary-
object that enabled the creation of several cultural constructs, including a 
set of identities for the designers and the audience members, as well as a set 
of counter narratives about the implications of the hardware and software 
that were used to create the work. 

Feminist Interventions in the 
Design Process
ELS ROMMES
discuss how the companies studied actually took gender into account: through 
1 As we were in
Roberto A. de Luca, Carol MacKeogh, Anna Maria Mangelli, Hege Nordli, Barbara 
Robin Williams.
ELS ROMMES42
These questions will be addressed in this chapter.
knowledge on who is located where in society and who has access to which 
and knowledge, which physical attributes, and which learning method should 
with which symbolic means the product is marketed, and which stereotypes 
connoted symbols it incorporates. 
gender is just one shape a multi dimensional gender analysis can take. There 
FEMINIST INTERVENTIONS IN THE DESIGN PROCESS 43
terests which are associated with masculinity in society. More importantly, as 
nies who attempted to design while taking gender into account. I will conclude 
GENDER-INCLUSIVE OR FEMINIST PRODUCTS?
Whereas designs in which no particular attention is paid to gender easily run 
ELS ROMMES44
2 This is what happened in 
such a big problem, as long as it is clear that it is a targeted product, rather than 
Sweden was asked by elementary school children and a marketing watchdog 
3 By changing these images, i.e. their gender 
ety, remains an empirical question.
3 | See http://www.dw.de/neither good girls nor boys in sweden this year/a 16436045 
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der than others? This is a question not on how technologies can accommodate 
tions and/or products which contain counter stereotypical images or stories.
instance, designed games that combined role playing and nice packaging, be
ELS ROMMES46
ducing gender stereotypical products? To answer these questions, I will now 
SIGIS project: which design methodologies did these companies that tried to 
4
GENDER-SENSITIVE DESIGN METHODOLOGIES  
IN PRACTICE




FEMINIST INTERVENTIONS IN THE DESIGN PROCESS 47
the same project. 
Designing from Stereotypes
In the companies we studied, it was clear that many designers who aimed to 
In some projects, the designers started with a literature study on gender 
presumed that women saw technology mainly as a tool. 
In nearly all the companies we studied, such stereotypical ideas about how 
ELS ROMMES48
The (Ref lexive) I-methodology 
approaches to science and engineering, noting that such work needs to be situ
FEMINIST INTERVENTIONS IN THE DESIGN PROCESS 49
girls or women, and understand these potential users better than men designers 
ELS ROMMES50
techniques, to which we now turn.
User Testing and Participatory Design
process is especially rare.5
that concerns to include more girls or women result in greater than normal 
with users and user input to design, which helped the companies we studied. 
able.
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potential users that are not yet using the product. This is a general problem 
WHICH DESIGN METHODOLOGIES LEAD TO 
GENDER-SENSITIVE PRODUCTS?
companies that seek to design products taking gender into account, the ques
this amongst the designers.
design methodology will lead. Although it seems logical to assume that the 
ket to both girls and boys. Similarly, the web magazines which we discussed 
ested in cars and in ICTs.
ELS ROMMES52
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From Barbie to Mortal Kombat; Gender 
and Computer Games.
FEMINIST INTERVENTIONS IN THE DESIGN PROCESS 53
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Social Studies of Science 
Feminist Theory 
Virtual Gender; Technology, 
consumption and identity. London/New York: Routledge.
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Users and Technologies. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
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TechnoFeminism. Cambridge, UK: Polity Press.
Cambridge Journal of 
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Searching for Methodology 









has been growing continuously. Numerous case studies show in detail how gen
Archibald et al., 2005; Cockburn, 1986; Cockburn and Ormrod, 1993; MacK
processes
sign becomes problematic when gender stereotypes are built into technology, 
logically incompetent,2
SEARCHING FOR METHODOLOGY 59
behind implicit gender scripts. She pointed out that designers unconsciously 
or masculinity, since they tend to normalize gender and re establish the two
user representations, gender scripts 
CORINNA BATH60
cepts and material symbolic entities produced by those who work in com
discussed in detail: it starts with the gendering mechanism that is likely to occur 
based on STS research with technology design into computer science. How
DE-GENDERING COMPUTATIONAL ARTEFACTS: 
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR 
COUNTERACTING GENDERING MECHANISMS
SEARCHING FOR METHODOLOGY 61
‘de
gender norms that is contested at all times. Barad agrees to the procedural 
tions in technology design, modelling methods, and basic research. 
CORINNA BATH62
in mind that this relation between human and non humans is always asymmet
without pretending that there is some utopian symmetrical wholesome dia
ability that also includes boundary making between humans and machines. 
distributed agency between humans and the non human implies understand
SEARCHING FOR METHODOLOGY 63
account opened up by Barad and Suchman. It aims at taking agencies and re
ing at work. The approach that will be proposed in this paper also applies the 
certain gendering mechanism, but requires a certain political epistemological 
erally conceptualize gender or the gender technology relationship, my idea 
is to translate such strategies into technology design and its gendering. For 
as aiming to get more women into computer science and engineering, whereas 
CORINNA BATH64
alternate design should rather aim at changes in epistemological or ontological 
are described in detail. For each gendering mechanism I will propose technol
ALLEGED NEUTRAL TECHNOLOGY AND THE 
‘I-METHODOLOGY’
Designers assume many technologies to be neutral, but a closer analysis re
actually inscribe this gendered background and knowledge, their concerns and 
attitudes into the technology. 
SEARCHING FOR METHODOLOGY 65
Amsterdam was gendered. Designers did not question essential, but gendered 
that they implicitly assume the customer to be a man interested in technology, 
categories. 
Ergonomics, socio technical systems design, and human computer interaction 
usability tests to realize that their products do not match the skills, interests, 
CORINNA BATH66
TECHNOLOGIES FOR ‘THE FEMALE USER’, 
STEREOTYPES AND THE GENDERED DIVISION 
OF LABOR
ers, e.g. women as customers, or to support women in their workplaces, but 
mann analyzed, which assumed secretaries to be permanent beginners and by 
SEARCHING FOR METHODOLOGY 67
assumed in computer science modelling, since such approaches tend to re
those who are structurally discriminated against seems necessary. The most 
well known research to support workplace democracy and establish better 
and symbolism. 
REPRESENTATION OF ‘THE HUMAN’ IN IT AND 
THE PERPETUATION OF GENDER NORMS
CORINNA BATH68
3
FORMALISMS, ABSTRACT CONCEPTS, AND 
BASIC RESEARCH: DE-CONTEXTUALIZATION 
AND OBJECTIVISM
SEARCHING FOR METHODOLOGY 69
edge has been taken into account, whereas procedural knowledge has been 
ignored. Alison Adam and Catherine Sherron complain that the knowledge, 
cepts, and basic research are dichotomies that underlie computational concepts 
CORINNA BATH70
dichotomies that are gendered in western traditional thought and connected to 
epistemological assumptions in basic research in computer science. 
CRITICAL AND FEMINIST RE-READING OF THE 
METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 
The approach that has been roughly presented in the last sections aims at a 
SEARCHING FOR METHODOLOGY 71
proach to design. 
teract stereotypes and gendered hierarchical patterns in such processes, partic
CORINNA BATH72
in IT, which tend to normalize gender stereotypes. In order to deconstruct not 
gender system by technology design in these cases.
presumptions in technological concepts. It is the question whether they can 
ing traditional dichotomies in basic technological concepts. Particularly in this 
or to problematic guidelines. The proposed de gendering approach takes into 
SEARCHING FOR METHODOLOGY 73
likely to support de gendering processes. ‘De gendering computational arte
it as a simple recipe. It has been argued that analyzing the gendering and aim
sult in a use that was intended. Users rather adopt technologies in their own way 
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Masks between the Visible 
and the Invisible
CECILE K. M. CRUTZEN
-
meant to be seen, heard, touched, tasted and smelled, to be 
-




CECILE K. M. CRUTZEN80
aspects play a crucial role.
super robots humankind wants to create.
INTERACTION
-
turing, writing, making, designing are actions in which actors present them-
-
-
and unconsciously constructing meaning through repeated interpretation and 










CECILE K. M. CRUTZEN82
adumbrated and conceptualized or imagined in our encounter with reality.” 
-
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-
That does not mean that this is the intended interpretation because each actor 
Usually humans cannot always say what they really do because it is un-
-
-
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identities they comprise; identity is a dynamic process anticipating and chang-
-
-
between them. Internal identities can be partly masked by the social identi-
-






CECILE K. M. CRUTZEN86
Identity as a Mask in the Theatre of Daily Life
person
-
behind the mask who decides which mask to wear: 
-
presented, and the characteristic issue, the crucial concern, is whether it 
Between a mask and its wearer there is a continuous interaction; the wearer an-
imates the mask and the mask animates the wearer. Role playing is not mask-
MASKS BETWEEN THE VISIBLE AND THE INVISIBLE 87
the person is. [...] Some roles become not only habitual, but almost an integral 
The Theatre as a Metaphor for Virtual Worlds
creation: 
staged and peopled to suit that which will take place there. The design 
Brenda Laurel and Anna Swartling also compared the interaction between de-
analogous to a script, including its stage directions. [...] Its interesting 
-
-
world. It is populated by agents, both human and computer-generated, 
magic that supports the representation, as in the theatre, is behind the 
CECILE K. M. CRUTZEN88
-
-






ject Oriented theatre scripts comes to reality by creating ROLE- and ACTOR-
types and by instantiating ACTORs which act according to their SCRIPT. The 
-
new plays. 
to an object concept that is placed as an abstraction mask on reality. Through 
that mask we can see reality as closed units with hierarchical relations and 
encapsulation. Susan Leigh Star has unmasked the making and modelling pro-








The Mask as a Hiding Device
A mask will always conceal; masking means cloaking or disguising. The 
-
curity issues is a disguise. It is seen as an attack where the attacker pretends 
gaps in programs, or through bypassing the authentication mechanism. Once 
CECILE K. M. CRUTZEN90
-
1 
to steal passwords and acquire remote access to the computer system and per-
-
-
sonal, community or global use. The bubbles can be shared between 
the bubble.
The Mask as a Conservator
-
1 -
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The Mask as a Transformation Device
For hiding our identity and representing another identity the mask has become 
-
-





ceeded in spreading its messages: 
-
-
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-
as a mask that shields the person behind it and in this way tends to make 
-
-





presented by their own body by the masks representing symbolic images with 
mostly present; alternated or swapped.
CECILE K. M. CRUTZEN96
The Mask as a Mediator
-
-
to recognize something, and look outward to unite it with its surround-
-
and Followers we need.
THE THEATRE AND THE MASKS  
IN OUR VIRTUAL WORLDS
The Masquerade World
and human and non-human actors disguised behind masks. Actors are wearing 
MASKS BETWEEN THE VISIBLE AND THE INVISIBLE 97
-
-
man and non-human actors. Persons can create many identities and identities 
One, None and a Hundred Thousand (Uno, Nessuno e Centomila) dis-
masks: 
to deal with subjects acting behind masks.” The masks are the actors in 
-
CECILE K. M. CRUTZEN98
communication.5





were worn in special places such as London parks and theatres. With the mask, 
5
Easier to Wiretap the Internet”, New York Times






The Audience of the Mask
-








gitimize social relationships but also produce them. Anonymous and Pussy 
the player-audience relationship.
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It is this same longing that the mask represents in the theatre in the tribal rites, 
CECILE K. M. CRUTZEN102
power in order to think, reason, communicate, and create in ways we 
where there is no distinction between the biological and the mechanical, 
-
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-
-
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Homunculus in the Hormones?
REBECCA JORDAN-YOUNG









iscule though they might be”. That idea now seems quaint, but it is not really 
organization theory are encased in testosterone and estrogen.
***
Brain Storm 
many gaps and contradictions in the research on brain organization in humans 
-
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-
which we can understand the discrepancies and gaps in brain organization 
research, especially considering whether it is necessary to choose between 
-




organization research. Yet some research approaches do seem more promising 
























behavior, by suggesting that 
REBECCA JORDAN-YOUNG116
organization, Young and his colleagues suggested that this same process could 
-
-
and more holistically. 
-
-








mones, or the way that the body responded to hormones, was not typical. The 
-
missing, so that genetic males without this enzyme are born with ambiguous 
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how what precisely 










and Berenbaum, 1997; Money and Ehrhardt, 1972; Pasterski et al., 2005; see 
Jordan-Young, 2010: chapter 8, passim
-
egan, 1995; Rahman et al., 2003; Sanders and Ross-Field, 1986; see Jordan-
which circulating hormones play during puberty and adulthood, was about 
can lay tracks allowing trains to pass through particular towns, but without 
-
-
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search. These intra-actions characterize the psychology research that shows 
-
-
plications, tenuousness, instabilities, irregularities, contradictions, heteroge-
-
-
precisely to highlight such contingencies. It is also to point out that there are 
that suggest legitimate approaches to measurement, statistical procedures, and 
thrown out because STS has already shown that science is contingent anyway. 
-
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Brain Storm, I looked beyond brain organization 
-
-
and simple knowledge. On this point, I think my argument in Brain Storm 
-
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Research
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Science as Social Knowledge: Values and Objectivity in 
The Fate of Knowledge -
sity Press.
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Philosophy of Behavioral Biology
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centesis in America. New York: Routledge.
Ability. Brain and Cognition
REBECCA JORDAN-YOUNG128
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by newer approaches in science studies. Already in the 1930s Ludwik Fleck 
-
-
physiological question and, at the same time, they are directly related to the 
natural
illustrates this argument particularly clearly. During industrialization, breast-
BARBARA ORLAND130
-
newest chemical knowledge, thus competed with maternal breast milk.
to light the relationship between science, the market, and the public sphere, 
th century. 
1
On the other hand, and this aspect needs to be dealt with in more detail, 




THE NATURAL NORM: ‘BREAST MILK’ 
any danger arose during the Enlightenment at a time when health, personal 
Carberry.




elaborating debates on child-rearing customs, and generating a huge amount 




laws was the surest way to end corruption and regenerate society. Émile began 
BARBARA ORLAND132
-
 in 1751, launched 
-
teenth centuries. Especially in France, wet-nursing was both a social institu-
-
th
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homes, hospitals, poor houses, and work houses whose nourishment was the 
BARBARA ORLAND134
-













later, which went to two editions in the same year.5
REMEDY OR FOOD PRODUCT: 
COMMERCIALIZATION OF BABY FOOD
-
macist.6 Biedert’s Rahmgemenge 
Annalen and 
in Buchners Neues Repertorium
-
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-
7
at a pharmacy. In 1866 the pharmacy Pachmayr and Widnmann in Munich 
Biedert’s Kindernah-
rung Biedert’s Ramogen, was the 
-
-





tential demand to appear on the scene. The market now abounded with copy-
















macies could sell their products as remedies or medicinal products, only they 
small distribution area.9
regions. While patent protection had gained in importance since the 1870s, there were 





being sold in eighteen countries, with the highest sales in Germany, Switzer-
and a logo that was designed quickly but is still used today. It was then, in 
corporate design.
-
standably sought a close association with pharmaceutical products and em-






THE REACTION OF PAEDIATRICS: INFANT 










What used to be described in colloquial terms as a thriving
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enment. History Workshop Journal
Berlin. 
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enna: Franz Deuticke. 
-
nutrition in the Netherlands during the twentieth-century. In: Den Hartog 
Twentieth Century.
Tétons et tétines. Histoire de l’allaitment. Paris: Edi-
tions trame way.
th century other research results emerged, again as-
BARBARA ORLAND144




History of Alchemy and Chemistry
M.: Suhrkamp.
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Der Weg ins Leben. Geburt und Kind-
A Social History of Wet Nursing in Amercia. From Breast to 
Bottle.
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are dis-empowered by gender hierarchies, racism, classism, homophobia, and 
-
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This model includes questions about the cell, the organism, the psyche, person-
shows that not only our apparatuses and concepts shape the results, but that 
WHAT IS DIFFRACTION? WHAT IS AN 
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In her book Undoing Gender -
out in social practice and reidealized and reinstituted in and through the 
This means that, according to Butler, gender is neither something one has or is, 
-
has to understand not only how the so-called social is related to the so-called 
-






ity and masculinity: 
-





In her book Meeting the universe halfway
-
-
brittlestar: She asks crucial questions about bonding, belonging, and boundar-
becomes blurred: 
-
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does not require physical contiguity.” The crucial question seems to concern 
-
-
constitutes at the same time, the epistemic subject.
epistemology to understand matter, including the gendered body, as a dynam-
-
matter and non-organic matter, as well as those between the organism and the 
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the phenomenon produced in the epistemic process as the apparatus is installed. 
-














isolatable in the research process. It enables the notion that processes, materi-
-
-
MATERIAL INTERRELATIONS:  
MACHINES AND HUMANS?
-
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-
-





rialization, in which meanings can change. This means that although newly de-
-
-
ing their gendered meaning, through their interaction. 
-
WALTRAUD ERNST158
BEYOND THE ‘RODENT’S TALE’
critical site where the material and the social interact? The biologist Anne 
-
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-
-
connects questions about the cell, the organism, the psyche, the person to per-
son relationships, the culture, and the history on a larger scale. She consid-
processes are closely tied to so-called social and cultural processes. We are 
-




search to empower those who are dis-empowered by gender hierarchies, rac-





share which encompasses not only all human beings, but also non-human 
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Gender Research as 
Knowledge Resource in 
Technology and Engineering
LENA TROJER
INTRODUCTION – SCIENCE CREATING REALITIES
-
When discussing gender in sectors like technology and engineering, we 
-
tions. By contrast, gender issues are much less seen as generating knowledge 
-
technology and engineering.
 In the last three decades the research-political debate on gender research 





comes to knowledge production within technology and engineering. The sec-
-






ciety and is thus political. That is why I also encourage researchers to concern 
2 | This is a concept inspired in particular by scholars like Donna Haraway, see e.g. Har-
away 1991, 1997.






up by some closing remarks.
THE POSITION OF FEMINIST TECHNOSCIENCE – 
MY APPROACH 
-
the status quo intact. 
-
LENA TROJER168
place in distributed systems. In other words, knowledge is co-generated in 
-
tional, and international actors. These processes are also apparent in my own 
-
scholars like Donna Haraway raises important questions about boundaries and 
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-
products can be realized by epistemological pluralism and partial translations 
-
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nologies close to BTH. Together with a colleague we were hired to integrate 
-








quality control, socially robust knowledge. The strong and hostile reactions 
-
LENA TROJER172
10 mode 2 knowledge 
The debates around the mode1 / mode 2 understandings concerns the twin 
-
-
THE CASE OF SWEDEN: NETPORT 
-




a challenging and inspiring way.
11
12 | Intelligent transport systems.












Both BTH campus Karlshamn and NetPort started in the year 2000. Net-
-








talk about an 
-
-
During the pioneer phase, the dialogue within NetPort was intense and rela-
continued, the kitchen cabinet became increasingly challenging to maintain. It 
13
14
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-
THE CASE OF UGANDA: ICT CENTRE ARUA
-





In order to anchor the whole project in its starting phase, the researcher ap-
an old court house building, which they quickly repaired and upgraded with 
-
and sometimes critical situations occurred with the students and their teach-
ers during the project.15
16
15 | For more details see Lating, 2011.
16 | The school system in Uganda uses a national curriculum with nationally coordinated 






ary School; Arua Public Secondary School; Arua Public Primary School; Uganda Chris-
School.
Hospitals: Arua Hospital and Maracha Hospital.
Other governmental institutions: National Social Security Fund and Northern Uganda 
Social Action Fund. 
Business sector:
-













most clearly pushing the boundaries between science and society, research and 
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dent on research and technology;




a watertight bulkhead between the researcher as a subject and the research ob-
generates and organizes knowledge in an ongoing interaction with the reality 
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Gibbons M, Limoges C, Nowotny H, Schwartsman S, Scott P, and Trow M 
The New Production of Knowledge: The Dynamics of Sci-










Meets_OncoMouseTM: Feminism and Technoscience. New York & Lon-
don: Routledge.
 Ithaca/London: Cornell 
-
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March.
Re-Thinking Science: Knowledge 




ies and Among Physicists in Tsukuba Science City, Japan. In: Pickering A 
Science as Practice and Culture.
for research transformation).





C. Ref lecting Un/equal Conditions 
for Participation

Can Women Engineers be ‘Real 
Engineers’ and ‘Real Women’?




gineering students she knows describe the women on their course as either 
is an equally worrying message about women engineers: women who are really 
gender in/authenticity message gets reproduced again 
and again in engineering cultures, practices, and identities. I will argue that this 
and industry-backed campaigns to recruit and retain more women engineers. 
-
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rately, do not appear
-
college engineering students. As an insider/outsider, she was uniquely placed 
-









gineers to build and maintain working relationships and to progress their careers. 
-
in -
struggle to belong in engineering workplace cultures. This chapter elaborates 
-
der in/authenticity. I initially coined the latter concept to capture the apparent 
congruence or non-congruence of gender and engineering identities for men 
and women engineers respectively
-
WENDY FAULKNER190
why they chose this career, where men who opt to be engineers are not remark-
-
the normative pressures of the way things are. 








































VISIBILITY AS WOMEN 
-
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established, colleagues and contacts remember them because they ‘stand out 
-
engineers are in their 20s or 30s and not mothers, a higher proportion dress 
-
-
I suggest there is something more complicated going on here than a simple 
not
-
them but also admissible within the workplace culture, women engineers oc-
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-
-
engineers jeopardise their status as women. But notice the delicate juggling 












be happening in engineering? 
me that both are operating in engineering workplace cultures. Thus, compari-
-
locally hegemonic gender norms are operating. In general, the largest cultural 
-
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and
the wider gender order both work to reproduce stability. 
-
-
equality in engineering. Put another way, we need to normalise the woman 
-













succeed in getting this message across. 
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Cognitive Differences in the Discussion 
of Women in Science and Technology
ILONA HORWATH, NICOLE KRONBERGER, MARKUS APPEL
INTRODUCTION 




and the discussion quickly starts going in circles. Furthermore, a politically 
-
ILONA HORWATH, NICOLE KRONBERGER, MARKUS APPEL206
-
per to summarize the research results in a kaleidoscopic way. We begin by 
-
-














particular stereotype does not necessarily apply to all women, and that they 
simultaneously reduced competence, on the other hand, is usually paired with 
-
-






























What generalizations are permissible according to the latest research?
ARE THERE COGNITIVE DIFFERENCES 
BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN?
-
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CULTURAL AND SOCIAL INFLUENCES ON 
DIFFERENCES IN COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE
since tendencies are not identical in all countries. The 2009 PISA Study that 
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-









points in the partner countries.
5 | OECD mean, girls: M=490, SD=0.6; boys: M=501, SD
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ON THE INTERPRETATION OF COGNITIVE 
GENDER DIFFERENCES 
-
essentially asks whether women are less talented or less suited to technical oc-





biologically-caused conditions most certainly are considered alterable, and no 
people in modern societies use medicine, technology, and training all the time 
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-
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displayed more symmetrical handedness as adults, as well as a thicker corpus 
In the 19th
-








CAN COGNITIVE SKILLS BE INFLUENCED?
preconceptions since it implies that capability can be understood as both a stable 
-
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Situative Suggestability and Stereotype Threat
Female student 1: Does he tell jokes that demean women 
during the lecture?
Female student 2: Yes!










mathematically or technically inclined than men. But it is precisely this high-
-
pected to be lower. Blacks reported that, in the stereotype threat condition, they did not 
to the stereotype.






in mathematics than other American ethnic groups. In comparison to the con-
mathematics test. In such situations, men as well are susceptible to stereotype 
-
-
Concepts of the Changeability of Intelligence


















Long-term Inf luence on  
and Training of Cognitive Skills




lished in the school newspaper in January 2005 in response to remarks made by President 
Larry Summers. Implicitly, Georgi a
-
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students.











sented and discussed current scholarship on these issues.
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Gender Competence in 
Mathematics Teacher Education
ANDREA BLUNCK, ANINA MISCHAU, SABINE MEHLMANN  
INTRODUCTION 
1 The ‘male 
-
est domains, it is necessary that mathematics teachers act in a gender-compe-
Thus, in the long term, gender-competent mathematics teaching could also help 
-
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-
-





cal research, which show that gender-stereotypical attributions play an impor-
-
-
2007; Fischer and Rustemeyer, 2007; Jungwirth and Stadler, 2005a; Keitel, 
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-
Within our project, GenderMathematik
-
tence with respect to mathematics teaching is not implemented as a mandatory 
-
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4 Prior to the course, the lecturers had 
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teacher training in mathematics and comprises 14 lessons.7
is an introductory one which presents the course programme and, in addition, 
ANDREA BLUNCK, ANINA MISCHAU, SABINE MEHLMANN 240
gender competence as an 
-
-
Professional competence comprises basic and specialized knowledge in 
(dimension of 
gender knowledge).
Methodological and didactical competence
(dimension of the teaching framework).
 means competence in creating a gender-sensi-





ics beyond gender-based restrictions. Finally, gender competence includes the 
-
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-
-
man mathematics students, studying to become teachers, usually encounter in 
-
companying notes on the blackboard. A seminar in educational science or peda-
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MAIN CONTENTS, GOALS AND METHODS  
OF THE COURSE 
-
tributions by teachers and pupils in regard to the subject math in general and 
-
of Mathematics’ and their connections to the category gender in respect to 
-
students go back to their mathematical autobiography to connect and illustrate 
attitude towards mathematics and learning and teaching it. 










‘Gender Differences Concerning Mathematic Achievements and Mathemati-
cal Self-Concept’
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the subject mathematics. 
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based knowledge territories. In content, the three sessions, united under the 









ological instruments which make it possible to design math lessons in a way 












the students in group work settings. 
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-
subject mathematics. 
instance, is something that is suggested as a suitable and appropriate pedagogi-
-
-
learned based on key questions. In doing so, the students will recapitulate their 
which were introduced in the introductory session. Furthermore, the students 
-
teachers, and subsequently discuss these with each other. 
FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
11 The pub-







only to teach mathematical contents with gender aspects, but also to adopt an 
course manual is designed to help lecturers acquire the necessary background 
-
-
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Mathematik Methodik: Handbuch 
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Professionelle Kompetenz angehender Lehrerinnen und Lehrer. 
Grundschulkindern in Deutschland im internationalen Vergleich. -
-
Rôle des femmes et des hommes et stéréotypes en éducation et en forma-
tion.
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Mathematikaufgaben selbst entwickeln: Lernen 
 Berlin: Cornelsen Scriptor.
Keine Lust auf Mathe, Physik, Technik? Zugang zu Mathematik, Natur-
wissenschaften und Technik attraktiver und geschlechtergerecht gestalten. 
Aarau: SKBF.
Mathematik-
studentinnen und -studenten: Studienerfahrungen und Zukunftsvorstell-
ungen. Norderstedt: BoD.
Mathematik. Mitteilungen der Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung 15: 
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matik bei Mathematiklehrern. 
-
der, and math. Science
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media studies, a scholar and media designer whose work links cultural stud-
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